Dayton drum switch wiring diagram

Privacy Terms. The Home Machinist! A site dedicated to enthusiasts of all skill levels and
disciplines of the metalworking hobby. Skip to content. Quick links. I just bought a southbend
model A Cat A 12 speed lathe. The motor was mounted but not connected. By looks of the drum
switch, I think it was wired to a 3 phase motor previously. Motor has the following wiring color
configuration on the terminals: 1 Line-in , 2 Brown , 3 White, Red, Orange , 4 Yellow and Line-in ,
5??? I don't see a 5 terminal , 6 Brown. This config is shown on the motor plate no 5 terminal
and I have also confirmed visually. Please help with wiring I have plenty of pics, motor wiring
diagram, etc I can send to anyone that is able to assist. Thank You!!! You do not have the
required permissions to view the files attached to this post. Since you are using a rotary switch
you'd wire it to this end. Yes, the motor plate says its "Thermally Protected Auto". I believe your
right about the internal hard wire. I have the schematic provided by grainger but noticed one
terminal is not accessible. When I thought it through, it wasn't making sense to alternate only
one start winding since two are shown in the motor schematic. Logically it makes sense to then
alternate both main windings, but I can't figure out how to do that with the funky connection
pattern of my drum switch. I'll buy another switch if I have to. I'll post the motor schematic from
grainger later tonight when I get home. I also included the drum switch wiring diagram also
provided by Grainger, but it has a different connection layout than my drum switch. I guess I'll
buy it if I have to. The motor is wired for V and that is what I will use. I have a 30A, V circuit that I
will connect it to. I made a mistake in my previous post. There is only one start winding, not two.
I didn't have the diagram in front of me. I'll have to do both, or somehow find the black wire and
alternate with red via the drum switch. I'll stop now I getting confused. Lastly, how do I show
your message in my reply window to show I am responding to your comments? Thanks for all
your help! What software? I made a few minor changes based upon your supplemental
information color code change. The drum switch info in your earlier post doesn't apply to your
particular drum switch. Good Luck! Can you elaborate regarding the drum switch? I can see the
copper rotating terminal connections and I also confirmed with a continuity tester. From that, I
drew up the hand drawn diagram. Thank You soo much for your help. Hopefully I'll have time
tonight to give it a test run. I'll post later with results. Then Once I get the machine going, I have
to learn how to use it! First order will be to buy v-belt and a tool post since my lathe didn't come
with either. Thanks Again! Board index All times are UTC. The drum switch is a manual switch
that lets one manually reverse the direction in which a motor is turning. The switch contacts are
open and closed manually by moving the drum switch from the off position to the forward or
reverse position. Figure 1 shows a picture of the drum switch and Figure 2 shows a diagram of
the drum switch contacts. Figure 2a shows the drum switch contacts when the switch is in the
reverse position, Figure 2b shows the contacts when the switch is in the off position, and Figure
2c shows the contacts when the switch is in the forward position. When the switch is in the
reverse position, note that terminal 1 is connected to terminal 2, terminal 3 is connected to
terminal 4, and terminal 5 is connected to terminal 6. In the off position, all contacts are isolated
from all other contacts. In the forward position, terminal 1 is connected to terminal 3, terminal 2
is connected to terminal 4, and terminal 5 is connected to terminal 6. Above: Fig. Notice the
handle requires the operator to manually change the position of the switch from forward to
reverse or to the off position. After understanding the operation of the drum switch in its three
positions and the methods of reversing each type of motor, these concepts can be combined to
develop manual reversing circuits for any motor in the factory as long as its full- load and
locked-rotor amperage FLA and LRA don't exceed the rating of the drum switch. Figure 3a
shows an AC single-phase motor connected to a drum switch. Notice that the start winding
must be reversed for the motor to run in the reverse direction, so the start winding is connected
to terminals 3 and 2. Figure 3b shows a three-phase motor connected to a drum switch. Realize
that with this switch, any two lines to the motor can be swapped so the motor will change
direction of rotation. Figure 3c shows a DC motor connected to a drum switch. Note with the DC
motor that the direction of current flow through the field is reversed to make the motor run in
the opposite direction. If you're a technician, you may need to study the connections inside the
drum switch when it's in the forward or reverse position to fully understand how the drum
switch is used with each of these motors to reverse the direction of their rotation. These
diagrams are especially useful for installation and troubleshooting of these circuits. The drum
switch can be tested by itself or as part of the reversing circuit. The motors can also be
disconnected from the drum switch and operated in the forward and reverse directions for
testing or troubleshooting if you suspect the switch or motor of malfunctioning. Home Articles
Forum Glossary Books. Latest Projects Education. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
PropForge Start date Mar 5, Search Forums New Posts. Like the title says, I'm in need of some
assistance wiring this new used motor to a drum switch for a new bench-top lathe I received.

The original motor was incredibly crusty and in all honesty, a bit of a fire hazard. I also have had
a Dayton 2X drum switch laying around too, so I thought I would replace the multiple switch the
lathe had for the original motor with that. The issue I'm face with beyond the fact that I'm not
well-versed in AC is that the Dayton has 5 wires, which I can't seem to find any reference for.
Also, the way the jumpers inside the motor are currently wired from its previous life don't match
the diagrams on the motor plate. As it stands now, there are only 2 wires leaving the motor, and
I can only assume they were running to a switch or other means of control. The end goal is to
have the motor such that I can run it forward, stop it, and then reverse, without any other
devices involved. Any and all advice is appreciated. Scroll to continue with content. You will
need to isolate the ends of both of the run windings and the start windings and bring them out
of the motor first. With that you will have two independant run windings and one independant
start winding being that it is a dual voltage motor. After that you will need to configure your
switch to send power to the run winding sets the same way regardless of which way you want it
to turn and make it so that the start windings either get connected the same as the run windings
for one direction or reversed for the other direction depending on how you set the drum switch.
If there are not enough contacts in the drum switch you will most likely have to set it up to run
external relays or contactors that do the actual motor power switching work. MaxHeadRoom
Joined Jul 18, 22, Here is one link. You must log in or register to reply here. You May Also Like.
Continue to site. Wiring 3phase motor for single phase usage. Yesterday at PM. Old single
phase 1hp GE motor wiring help. General Electronics Chat. Oct 8, Feb 6, AC single phase V
motor - winch wiring. Dec 28, Feb 22, Forum Rules. This website or its third-party tools process
personal data e. To learn more, please refer to the cookie policy. In case of sale of your personal
information, you may opt out by sending us an email via our Contact Us page. To find out more
about the categories of personal information collected and the purposes for which such
information will be used, please refer to our privacy policy. You accept the use of cookies or
other identifiers by closing or dismissing this notice, by scrolling this page, by clicking a link or
button or by continuing to browse otherwise. The latest industry newsâ€”straight to your inbox.
Sign up for our eNewsletter now to stay in-the-know. We'll bring you the most relevant
peer-to-peer conversations happening in the trade and tips and tricks to help you get the job
done. Invalid email. This is required. Login to Your Account. Remember Me? Register Forgot
password? What's New? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: Need
help wiring Dayton motor to Dayton drum switch. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. I need
help wiring a 1hp Dayton motor 6k to a Dayton 3 pole drum switch 2x Wiring is not my forte and
I start second guessing myself if I look at it for too long. I understand motor isn't wired for Your
Drum switch is not quite correct for VAC. You can use 5 and 6 to remove one side of the VAC
line but the other side is always connected. Connect 5 to "Hot" side and 6 to the motor. For
Forward reverse Remove Red and connect to the Drum switch 1 connect where Red was
removed from to 2 Remove Black and connect to Terminal 4 connect to where it was removed
from to 3. Looking at the diagram with the switch in one position 1 is connected to 2 and 3 to 4,
in the other position 1 is connected to 3 and 2 to 4. That is the interchange listed in the note.
Center position all will be disconnected including input power As for voltage connect as shown
but remember when connecting to VAC you are removing only one side of the VAC which is
"Hot" on both sides. Old Code disconnecting one side of VAC was done. Be sure to ground the
motor. If not the motor will become electrically "Hot" if something shorts. Keep it within the N E
C wire the motor for volt Originally Posted by Phil in Montana. Connecting the motor for v will
bring the FLA to a smidgen under what a typical DCO outlet is rated for, which is 15 amps. That
could be the proverbial fly in the ointment. This is assuming this thing will be 'plugged in',
which may not be the case. JST liked this post. This diagram is similar to what you have. I can't
read very well your motor connection diagram, but should be very similar to the one in this
diagram. Your drum switch is a different brand, but the same contact arrangement. I agree the
diagram posted by SAF will work. The method will reverse the run winding that will not reverse
the motor but will reverse start winding connection that will reverse the motor. Though I see no
indication the motor posted by the OP has a Capacitor, it seem to be a Simple split phase motor.
However the VAC connection diagram has me confused! Can anyone explain why? It makes no
sense to me! Yes SAF's diagram will work for the motor in the diagram but how does it relate to
the motor the OP posted? Amp draw listed when motor is under full 1HP load which in normal
operation it's not especially if connected to a Machine like a lathe. Originally Posted by SAF.
Sike, my buddy sent me them, thank you all!!! A wiring setup that provides full disconnect with
a volt supply. The drum switch is a different type however, also requires some digging to
identify what wire goes where:. Originally Posted by Froneck. I admit I did not look-up the
motor, I used the wiring diagram listed. I provided a simply connection to the drum switch as I
could to someone that stated they were not familiar with drum switch connection. I didn't say

the drum switch was not correct but that is was not correct to connect the motor for VAC
operation given the diagram on the motor which at best is confusing. A number of correct
diagrams have been posted but none the will easily instruct the OP in connection. I see in the
terminal connection photo 4 wires that are supplied. Red, White Black and Brown, A green
screw is also shown! In the VAC diagram a what looks like a ground symbol is shown with no
connection to it. I assume it's the place to connect the ground wire. It didn't make sense so I
avoided attempting a VAC connection! I could be mistaken thinking it's ground when in fact it is
a provided terminal. However the other connections provided will work but I see 1,2,3 and 4
marked terminals on the motor and 4 wire colors in the photos and your attempting to tell
someone that knows nothing to interpret the connection designations! What I did was to make it
simple, if you want to pontificate post the connections as shown in the terminal photo rather
that a typical wiring diagram so that someone admittedly states he know nothing will be able to
easily connect the drum switch. I did look up the motor and seen quite a few connections
including one that was exactly the same as the one SAF posted. But at all those I looked at none
had the same terminal locations nor wire color. Being there are only 4 wires in the photo other
connections are made to the terminals that I can't determine what they are! So at this time I
think it best for the OP to connect the motor as shown for VAC and reversing switch as I
described until better connection instruction can be posted. I will continue searching so I can
determine the motor terminations or at lest figure out. For example one diagram using the
number listed on the motor in the photo did show the same terminal numbers but not in the
same location! There is now a sticky that has the diagram which Atomarc kindly provided. That
diagram covers the usual types of drum switch, so it is only necessary to check the drum
switch type, find it on the chart, and see what has to be done. Then it is a question of the motor,
whether it provides the wires needed. I expect to add some sort of better procedure to follow
eventually, but meanwhile the diagram is there. The diagram has been updated to a higher
resolution than it was originally. Here is a diagram I found searching for 6kBF. Shown is the
thermal overload that has 2 connections probably one for low voltage and other for high as I did
find other diagrams showing the change in OL connection for dual voltage operation. However
the problem still exists as to the correct connection to the motor the OP requested. I see what I
mistakenly thought was a ground symbol is the OL connection and it explains why the brown
wire shown in the photo of the motor connection diagram is not placed where the white wire
was removed.. I'm trying to reverse engineer the connections to determine what the terminal
and wire colors do so as to make a proper VAC diagram the OP can follow. It will blow the
Capacitor. Quite some time ago I wired a few single phase motors that were connected so that a
3 phase drum switch would not work if both sides of the line for VAC operation were desired to
be switched. If the OP wants to run the motor on VAC like countless older connections I have
seen switching only one side of a VAC line old 3 phase did the same switched only 2 of the 3
phases then using the connection description I posted earlier and motor wired VAC as shown it
is currently connected in the photo will work! Simply put until I can confirm what Red and Black
wires are I can't come up with a reversing diagram for the drum switch in hand so that both
sides of the line are switched off for VAC connection. I looked at the stickies but again the
problem is in translation to connection shown and the wires and terminals available in the OP's
motor. Having the motor in hand connection can be determined with the help of an OHM meter.
Hey guys, I used this diagram shown and the motor was initially running fine. Silent in forward
and reverse. I started turning pieces on my lathe and noticed the motor started to smoke ever
so slightly after about 30 minutes of use. It was hot to the touch. Any ideas on what I screwed
up. I went off this diagram above. Provided you didn't notice the motor being "sluggish" while it
was operating, the motor was likely connected for volts instead of volts. The motor ran for as
long as it did Unfortunately, the motor must now be replaced. There's somewhat of a lesson to
be reminded of here related to relying upon the "street" for help. Especially when it is related to
electricity. What connection drawing? All of the connections diagrams were found in the google
search I made including the one I copied and pasted. I mentioned they will work depending on
how wires Red and Black were connected internally in the motor and that in many of the
pictorial internal diagrams I seen for the 6KBF motor Red and Black were not connected in a
way that the diagrams provided will work! My suggestion is to connect one side of the VAC line
to one of the screw terminals and the other screw terminal in the motor to terminal 5 in the
Drum switch and terminal 6 to the other side of the VAC line if you want to run the motor on
VAC and the motor is connected as shown in the photo. That method will simply reverse the
connections for Red and Black since there is no definite internal wiring diagram of the motor to
determine if the start winding is as shown in the various connection diagrams posted above.
The only other alternative is for you to get an OHM meter so that the connections can be
confirmed. In my post I was saying the connection diagrams provided were assuming the start

winding was internally wired a particular way and what I was seeing it was different! I didn't
provide a diagram because I could not confirm how Red and Black were wired in the motor so
rather than assume connection I avoided connecting voltage to either Red or Black and simply
reversed the connection as stated in the connection diagram in the photo. I also said that it may
not be possible to switch both sides of the line with the drum switch you have given the way the
motor seems to be connected internally. For now try connecting the motor so that only one side
of the VAC line is switched, it's not that terrible in that it was very common years ago, is it the
best? NO but it will work. Later with an OHM meter internal connections can be confirmed so
that it might be possible to connected the motor so that when OFF both sides of the VAC line
are removed. Also as I have mentioned you can run the motor on VAC, there absolutely no
difference in motor output, only difference is Amp. And NO lowering the Amp draw will not
change the cost of the power used because it's the same either way the motor is connected.
Originally Posted by d'Arsonval. Froneck liked this post. It's obvious the motor is not connected
properly, that's what I was trying to avoid. Quite a few connection diagrams were posted
including mine but I was trying to point out that there are a lot of ways to connect the motor
posted when looking up 6KBF motor connections. I used the one to show the Overload. The
problem is before connecting the motor the actual internal wiring of the motor must be known.
Diagrams in 6 and 10 will work but show a different wiring of the start winding. Using diagram 6
to connect to a motor that is wired like the motor in 10 will not work. Furthermore as I was trying
to point out the diagrams provided were not specific as to wire color and terminal numbers in
the photo of the OP's motor connection port. The result was as if written directions were
supplied but in a language unknown by the OP. The only option was to look at the reversing and
voltage connections provided by the motor manufacture and make the connections as stated
not adapt a wiring method assuming how the motor might be internally wired. I am sure White
and Brown are the Run coil connections and when as shown connect the run coil in series or
parallel so as to change the voltage. The screw terminals are connected to the other side of
each coil. I'm not sure how Red and Black are connected and as I mentioned in other posts what
I've seen when looking at 6KBF internal diagrams Red and Black are the coil wires connected to
terminals T5 and T6 in the diagram posted in The OP's only option without knowing the Exact
Internal Connections of the motor is to connect the drum switch to perform as directed on the
supplied motor connection diagram as I described! Oh yeah, forgot to say; connect the ground
to the green screw in the motor connection photo and to what looks like the ground terminal on
the bottom of the drum switch. Also remember to remove any jumpers on the Drum Switch. The
connection I describes will not have any drum switch terminals jumped to another as in a few
diagrams. Originally Posted by JoggerBoy. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Tags for this
Thread 2x , 6k , dayton , dayton motor , drum switch. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree to
receive emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical
Machinist and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time. Its not been a huge rush bc the
main. Looking for dayton maintained reversing plastic drum switch 2 pole nema rating 1 2x
Dayton drum switch wiring diagram. I am less than skilled with this stuff and last time had an
electrically inclined friend do the wiring for me. Fresh out of the box along with a reversing
drum switch 2x was the part number for the switch. How do i accomplish this. I completed the
rewiring and ran the test bypassing the drum switch. Could you sent me the wiring sketch of the
dayton 2x drum. It is connected to v single phase power on a 30a breaker. To reverse an ac
motor the starting winding have to be reversed and that is what the drum switch does. I have a
power onoff that turns off the power before the drum switch but i dont like the 6 and l1 hot. The
original motor was incredibly crusty and in all honesty a bit of a fire hazard. It took me waaay
too long to figure out how to do this but i reckon itll be worth it. The motor is a 2hp baldor and
brand new. Wiring of a 12 contact drum switch for forward and reverse. Easy online ordering
and next day delivery available with expert product support. The image is the voltages through
the six contact points on a dayton model 2xa drum switch on my sb 16 lathe. There will be a
bunch of schematics with the switch. Would anybody happen to have a drawing of what goes
where. So i bought a dayton 2xa drum switch and see that my motor only has two do not use
any generic drum switch wiring diagram as drum switches are. Or some such thing. There are
six wires coming from the motor as follows t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6t8. Does the wiring in this post
correspond to the dayton. Dayton drum switch wiring diagram mar 29 Graingers got your back.
South bend lathe. Im trying to wire a dayton 2xa drum switch foward and reverse. Like the title
says im in need of some assistance wiring this new used motor to a drum switch for a new
bench top lathe i received. How to wire drum switch for reversing single phase 14hp v motor.
Some where is a wiring schematic of the motor hookup if not a note that says to reverse
rotation move black wire to l1 and 4 wire to t. That is the key to making it work. I was given a
dayton 5kb motor. The motor is a 1 hp volt single phase general purpose. Drum Switch Types

Youtube. Forward Reverse Switch Wiring Diagram. Drum Switch Wiring v. Post a Comment
Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. I am completely ignorant of electricity
and drum switches for that matter. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel.
About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. If not the structure wont work as it should be. This
video explains how the wiring connections are made based on the wiring diagram provided with
the motor. Dayton motor wiring schematic. Dayton electric motors wiring diagram gallery.
Dayton electric motors wiring diagram dayton 1 hp electric motor wiring diagram dayton 15 hp
electric motor wiring diagram dayton electric motor wiring schematic every electric structure is
composed of various distinct pieces. Skip navigation sign in. Dayton electric motor parts
diagram. Reading and understanding a wiring diagram. Each component ought to be set and
linked to different parts in particular way. Collection of dayton electric motors wiring diagram.
Dayton manufactures an extensive range of alternating and direct current electric motors.
Wiring diagram for electric motor with capacitor best patent us. Dayton capacitor start motor
wiring diagram collections of weg motor wiring diagram ac wire center. If you could take a look
at these pictures and help me correctly wire the motor to run off standard house power of v i
would sure appreciate it. Single phase motor wiring diagram with capacitor start webtor me
new. How to wire most motors for shop tools and diy. I also included the drum switch wiring
diagram also provided by grainger but it has a different connection layout than my drum switch.
The motor is wired for v and that is what i will use. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional
pictorial representation of an electric circuit. I have a 30a v circuit that i will connect it to. Whats
people lookup in this blog. I made a mistake in my previous post. I guess ill buy it if i have to. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified forms and the power and signal connections
between the devices. How to change rotation on a dayton volt motor ad motorelectric. Here is
the wiring diagram. Dayton 1 2 hp motor wiring diagram wiring diagram is a simplified
customary pictorial representation of an electrical circuitit sh
2003 mitsubishi eclipse service manual
2001 honda accord clock light
xpsaf5130 wiring diagram
ows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes and the capability and signal
associates between the devices. Dayton volt 2 speed motor wiring ad motorelectric. Guys i have
the 3pdt switch in hand and have taken photos of it and also my dayton 1lpu8 v v reversible
gear motor wiring schematic. Wrg Dayton Motor Wiring Schematic. Motor Wiring Part 2 Ec M.
Dayton Schematics Wiring Diagram. Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may
post a comment. Dayton Drum Switch Wiring Diagram For Electric Motor Wiring Although wiring
the peripheral accessories such as speed controllers fuses and switches for a dayton electric
motor can be a reasonably complex task most electric motors including those made by dayton
use two wired connections linked directly to a speed controller or switching device. Share this
post. Post a Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1.
Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

